
 

 

Meeting Minutes - Timothy Montoya Task Force  

November 2, 2022 | 8am-11am 

Recording 

Facilitators: Keystone Policy Center  

 

Time Agenda Topic and Notes Facilitator/Presenter 

8:00 am Opening & Welcome 
● Berrick Abramson from 

Keystone encouraged 
participation with the survey 
sent out to task force 
members 

Stephanie Villafuerte 

8:10-8:45 am September Meeting Reflections 
● What were your biggest 

takeaways or “a-ha” 
moments and how is it 
informing how you come to 
this task force’s work? 

Keystone 

From Task Force: 
 

● Hearing a lot about experiences from youth but not much about their 
accessing or awareness of services both for themselves and their families. 

● Appreciation for Beth Montoya’s willingness to share her story and how 

that should inspire everyone. Listening to the providers regarding 

policy/rule/statute that gets in the way of intervening with kids running 

away. The task force needs to understand if there are opportunities for 

change or recommendations to make. 

● Appreciation for the diversity of the youth & their experiences. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XraGadEqY6k&list=PLyrE5PXEy6-WwT8qbFkt7FCJD7LJIpL9H&index=1


● Services were only available after commitment which came with lifetime 

consequences despite her asking/wanting services. Not being heard led to 

bad actions. We need a deeper understanding of what’s available and the 

process to access 

● Concern shared about overall terminology and particularly the word 

“runaway” feels loaded. The word is used because it’s included in the 

language of laws written, task force member suggested maybe exploring 

the language piece.  

● Appreciation for the providers from the previous meeting who really 

shined a light on how complex and pressure laden the situation is when 

dealing with youth who run. 

● The point was made that it’s not realistic to stop all runaways – it’s about 

reducing, intervening, and wanting to be clear about that. 

● From a law enforcement standpoint, it feels like there is a lot of red tape 

(this struck the interest of members). Perception from law enforcement 

has been that they are taking on somebody else’s role or business. Kids 

can just walk out of the facility. Law Enforcement’s perception is that 

because Peaks (residential facility) has limited staff, they’re not always 

part of that pursuit. Feeling of law enforcement regarding potential 

liability depending on response – feeling of “damned if we do, damned if 

we don’t.” Also then dealing with mixed community response who thinks 

they’re doing too much or not enough. 

● Peaks offered perspective: Recognize perceptions run deep. Similar 

frustrations exist among staff and they also hear frustrations from the 

community. 

● Echoes of complications and tensions between providers & law 

enforcement, desire to see more of that explored. 

● The task force also requests additional discussion about trauma-informed 

care which CDHS does require per federal requirements for it to be 

provided in facilities. 

● This task force is filled with a wide range of experiences: this task force 
needs to receive education about what people can or can’t do around this 



issue of running away. Lots of misconceptions, need to understand what 
can happen so we can recommend what can change. 

 

8:45 am-9:30 
am 

Task Force Operations & Role 
 

Stephanie Villafuerte, 
Jordan Steffen, Keystone 

● Selection of Vice Chair 

○ Stephanie outlined the necessity of naming a vice chair and the role 
they would play (1-2 hours a month). Asked for someone to 
volunteer for this role, invitation to follow-up via email if 
interested. 

● Role of Task Force 

○ The mandate is to provide two different reports, the first at the end 
of year one and the second at the end of year two. Stephanie 
outlines that these are recommendations, the task force does not 
issue mandates. 

○ This task force is deliberately diverse and everyone’s opinion is 
important. The task force will proceed with recommendations as 
they see fit, but all perspectives will be included. 

● Question & Answer / Discussion 

○ Question posed by Kevin (TF member): Can the task force add 
something to what we’re analyzing if it comes up? Stephanie 
answered that as chair, she feels that’s appropriate as long as the 
task force is analyzing what it’s been tasked to do 

9:30 am-9:50 
am 

The Work & Charges of the Task 
Force 

● Required Work & Issues 
● Reports, Process & Timelines 
● Q&A with CPO 

Keystone 

The task force reviewed the Colorado General Assembly’s charges outlined in 
House Bill 22-1375 along with the specific issues the group is tasked with 
analyzing, including: the sufficiency of statewide data, root causes of why youth 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UN4L7mOnIfVnDwWQ2PpMkGadr7Y2HxER/view?usp=sharing


run away from out-of-home placements, the effectiveness of current state laws 
and regulations, and best practices for preventing and addressing runaway 
behaviors. 

9:50-10:00am Break  

10:00 am-
10:45 am 

Our work: What we need to know 
to fulfill our charge 

Keystone, Stephanie 
Villafuerte 

From the Task Force on what they need moving forward (in addition to the 

review of the survey details):  

● Request to analyze some case studies to look at what went on in specific 

instances. 

● Unsure if they understand the true scope of the problem, what youth are 

involved in that, what happens to them and where do they end up? 

● What are the conditions in different settings? We need a good look at 

disaggregated data. 

● When youth run, are there additional agencies available to get involved, 

what are the run periods, what is the length of stay after a run, what do 

incidents reports look like afterwards? 

● What is the data over time? Is it increasing? Is how the law is interpreted 

and administered shifting? We don’t know what we don’t know. 

● Need to hear the good and the bad of this issue. 

● What is the info on the number of moves or different facilities for youth 

and how is that provided and with whom? 

● We’re talking a lot about kids’ intentions but maybe they’re impulsive and 

it was simply a trigger vs plan. Does training account for that? 

● Would like to hear from facilities about how they respond, what limits 

they have on who they’ll accept (e.g. not accepting those who have 

previously run).  



● Understanding the cost – non-financial – of intervention e.g. what would 

happen if providers started detaining youth & how that would affect 

them. 

● From law enforcement perspective: Learn more about what community– 

parents, facilities – believe is the best role & protocols for law 

enforcement responding 

● More education for law enforcement officers on how better/best to 

respond – for the youth and the staff perspective & what are the various 

routes and their implications in how youth are handled.  

● Policies/procedures for law enforcement and facilities on how youth can 

be responded to and if authority varies based on individual. 

● Need to understand how to not get to the point where kids’ behavior 

requires a physical response. Is what treatment facilities expect the same 

as what is needed e.g. is giving them space actually a better option – 

asking kids what would have been helpful? 

● If a facility can or cannot put hands on a youth, how does that impact 

juvenile behavior? 

10:45am Public Comment  

Steve Fisher: His interest is because of his location across the street from 
Tennyson Center since 1995 and has witnessed hundreds of runs and rescues. 
Request to look into misinformation around safety, identified a large gap in the 
safety net as staff at facilities can’t restrain youth, and then law enforcement 
returns them. A fence around a property is not restraint and is not lockdown, 
though it is often conflated as such. He’d like a review of this with the 
consideration of keeping kids safe. 

10:55am Next Steps and Closing Stephanie Villafuerte, 
Keystone 

Stephanie thanked the task force for their time and named that this is their task 
force and the desire to create agendas that are responsive to the group’s needs. 
The next meeting is January 2023. 

 



 


